
Appendix 3 Criteria for assessment the final qualifying work of a specialist in the specialty 36.05.01 "Veterinary". Assessment 

system - scale of 100 points 

MODULE  INDICATORS CHARACTERISTICS 

Research 

 

 46 points   

 

8 points  Introduction Relevance of the topic. The degree of development of the problem. Research novelty. 

Object, subject. Hypothesis Purpose (one), tasks. Practical and theoretical significance. 

Empirical base and research methods. Review of used literature and sources. Work 

structure. The presence of all these components and the logic of presentation. 

5 points  Conclusion The logic and depth of the presented conclusions are in accordance with the purpose and 

objectives of the study. 

10 points  Study Structure Topic disclosure. The logic of the presentation of the text. Correspondence of the content 

to the topic of the study, the titles of chapters and paragraphs to their content. 

Presentation style. 

5 points  List of used sources and 

literature 
Variety of sources and literature used: dictionaries, encyclopedias, regulations, 

textbooks, periodicals, Ph.D. theses, Internet sources, internal materials, research results. 

8 points  Empirical base and research 

methodology 
Various groups of materials (texts, videos, websites, photos, etc.), independently 

researched by the author to verify statements / assumptions. Representativeness, 

relevance and novelty of materials. The rationale for their choice. 

10 points  Theory and practice of research Correlation between theory and practice. Analysis of theoretical questions. Analysis of 

practical experience. Novelty. Proof of the hypothesis. 

Formating 

12 points 

12 points  Title page, footnotes, table of 

contents, bibliography, 

conclusions to chapters, graphic 

structure of the text 

According to approved requirements 

Defense 

procedure 

 

34 points 

10 points  Speech Feeling, sense, arrangement. 

12 points  Presentation Presentation - graphic abstract of the diploma (graphic visualization of content). 

12 points  Answers on questions The structure of the presentation and the ratio of text and graphics are evaluated. The 

presentation should "sell" the text. 

Timing 

8 points 

3 points 

5 points   

The data is provided by the 

secretary of the SEC 

Clear, specific answers to questions 

Approval of the topic and supervisor according to the deadlines. 
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